Night Street League format
1. The normal time for the mass start is 7:00pm, in order to avoid the worst of
the rush hour traffic.
2. Events use urban streets and paths, with the occasional stretch of open space
or canal towpath. A headlight or torch is often useful, particularly for the longer
courses, but it doesn't need to be particularly powerful - enough to see your
footing and read the map.
3. You are responsible for your own safety and take part at your own risk.
Courses may cross main roads and some reflective clothing is advisable.
4. Events are informal after-dark urban orienteering. Controls may be numbers
on street furniture so make sure you bring something to write with. SI timing
will be used for the start and finish, and occasionally the controls. Hire cards
will be available.
5. Each event will normally be a mass start score event with a 60 minute time
limit, with penalties for late returns. The penalty usually applied is 1 point for
every 6 seconds, rounded up.
 The points allocated to each control may be a variable multiple of 10.
 Late starts will be allowed at the discretion of the Organiser.
 There may be variations on this format this will be advertised in the
details, and before the event.
6. Points for the League are allocated to all competitors regardless of club
affiliation. Runners are divided by gender and sorted by score. Leading runner
male and female runners both score 25, 2nd scores 23, 3rd 21, 4th 20, 5th 19,
6th 18,…… 23rd 1 point.
 The Organiser scores 25 points, with a maximum of one such score
per runner per season. If anyone plans more than one event in a
season, for the second and subsequent events they plan they will
receive the highest score they have achieved at an event where they
actually ran.
 In the event of a dispute the Coordinator will make a ruling.
 In the even more unlikely event that this ruling is not acceptable,
appeal may be made to the Club Captain, or (if the Coordinator and
Club Captain are one and the same) the Club Chairman.

